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OPTIMUM TRIP LEVEL OF M-OUT-OF-N REACTOR TEMPERATURE
TRIP-AMPLIFIER SYSTEMS
J.M. Kontoleon
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Wollongong, N.S.W 2500
Australia
rRACT TEMPERATURE TRIP-AMPLIFIER
This paper determines the optimum high-
trip-level setting of m-out-of-n:G temperatu-
re-trip-amplifier systems,used for the prote-
ction of nuclear reactors against excess tem-
peratures, which results in the maximum relia-
bility. The bivariate normal distribution is
used to simulate the fluctuation of the ther-
mocouple signals and the uncertainties of the
trip settings. The thermocouples and the trip
amplifiers can fail in two modes of failure:
fail-safe and fail-danger. It is shown that
by properly selecting the trip levels of the
amplifier units the reliability of the prote-
ction system is maximized. The optimum trip-
level is calculated for various commonly used
configurations using a computer algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
In nuclear power station design every ef-
fort is being made to increase the efficiency
of the plant, by keeping termperatures as high
as possible consistent with an acceptable fuel
element failure rate. The fine limits between
the normal (full power) reactor temperature
and the maximum allowable fuel-clading tempe-
rature, demand a detail consideration of the
measured variables and equipment used to safe-
guard the reactor against excessive temperatu-
res. Measured variables are subject to fluc-
1tuations, because of either the statistical
nature of the transducers or the phenomenon
under measurement itself. On the other hand,
equipment used for assessing the levels of the
measured variables are also subject to varia-
tions due to the regular (periodic) imperfect
checking of their functions; i.e.,there is
always a spread in the settings of the various
levels around the desired mean. Under certain
conditions, such fluctuations may cause fail-
safe and fail-danger conditions in excess of
those which are encountered under conditions
of amplifier-unit and thermocouple failures2'
This paper presents an overall reliability
assessment of an m-out-of-n temperature trip
amplifier system and shows that the overall
reliability depends, among other factors, on
the trip-level setting. The optimum level of
trip-setting is determined using a computer
algorithm.
The temperature-trip-amplifier (TTA) rece-
ives a signal from a thermocouple located in
the reactor core. The allowable reactor tem-
perature limit depends on the type of reactor
and a number of other design characteristics.
The TTA has an adjustable trip-level (usually
called high-trip-level) to cover a w;qide range
of reactor types. Usually, the temperature
range is covered by a voltage variation at the
input of about 50 mV.
The operational ability of TTA units is
verified by testing periodically their functi-
ons. The aim is to ensure that each unit is
free of failures (partial or catastrophic) and
that it gives a trip condition as soon as the
level of the monitored variable exceeds the
TTA preset trip-level. Many designs of TTA
units involve redundancies at the component or
subsystem level and employ principles which
reduce the fail-danger probability, often at
the expence of reliability. However, apart
from the fail-safe and fail-danger probabili-
ties of a unit (which are due to some combina-
tions of component failures) there exists ano-
ther pair of similar probabilities which is
due to fluctuations of the measured variables
and variations of the trip-level settings at
the various periodic tests. This additional
pair of probabilities also contributes to the
TTA fail-safe and fail-danger probabilities.
For instance, a conservative setting of the
trip-level combined with fluctuations of the
monitored variable will increase the frequency
of spurious reactor trips; also, a nonconserva-
tive trip-level setting will give rise to a
higher probability of an unprotected accident.
As it is very important to reduce every
contribution to the overall system fail-safe
and fail-danger probabilities, m-out-of-n redu-
ndant configurations are commonly used. Thus,
a coincidence of at least m unit trips (due to
failures or parameter fluctuations) must occur
in order to cause a reactor shutdown. It must
be pointed out that, in contrast to the case
of spurious reactor trips, the fluctuations of
the monitored variable and trip-level settings,
will have an effect (as the other types of fai-
lures) only if there exists a concurrent acci-
dent involving the monitored variable. In
overall, the effect of parameter fluctuations
and catastrophic type failures can be minimi-
zed by the use of redundancy and by selecting
the optimum setting for the TTA trip-level.
In the following, the optimum setting of
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trip-level for a given m-out-of-n redundant
configuration is obtained; the analysis makes
use of fail-safe and fail-danger probabilities
for the thermocouple and TTA units and deve-
lops expressions for the overall system fail-
safe and fail-danger probabilities. Given
the system repair rates (for the various fault
conditions) these probabilities can be used
for determining system downtime or frequency
of reactor trips.
Assumptions
a) The thermocouples and the TTA units can
fail in either the fail-safe or the fail-
danger mode of failure.
b) The thermocouple signal levels and the
TTA trip-levels are s-independent and no-
rmally distributed.
c) The reactor operates close to its tempe-
rature limit (maximum efficiency); the
process which involves the monitored va-
riable is stationary.
Notation
n
m
x
tx
p
ax
Pa' "a
Pr{. I
P (m;n)xI
Tmax
total number of TTA units and ther-
mocouples.
minimum number of signal excursions
above the trip-level for initiating
the protective action.
it is one of g, s, d and it is used
as subscript; g, s, d denote the
good, fail-safe and fail-danger sta-
tes respectively.
probability that the thermocouple
is in state x.
probability that the amplifier unit
is in state x.
mean and standard deviation of the
thermocouple signal.
mean and standard deviation of the
TTA trip-level.
probability of event
probability that the m-out-of-n:G
system is in state x.
limit for reactor temperature
l-OUT-OF-l:G SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The general analysis is simplified by
considering first the case of l-out-of-l:G
system; for a single thermocouple in series
with a trip-amplifier define the following
states:
1) GG: The series system is good and the ther-
mocouple signal is above the trip-
level and above Tmax or the series
system is good and the thermocouple
signal is below the trip-level and be-
low Tmax.
2)' GS: The series system is good and the ther-
mocouple signal is above the trip-level but
lower than T.max
3) GD: The series system is good and the ther-
mocouple signal is below the trip-
level but above Tmax'
4) FS: The series system is in the fail-safe
state irrespectively of the levels of
the thermocouple signal and the-trip-
setting.
5) FD: The series system is in the fail-dan-
ger state irrespectively of the levels
of the thermocouple signal and the trip
setting.
The corresponding probabilities are:
PrIGGI = PtgPag (1 - PrtGSf - PrtGD )
T xmax
Pr{GSJ = PtgPag f f f (x,y) dydx
-CO -s
Pr{GDy = Ptgpag
Pr{FS4
o4 oo
Jr
T x
max
f (x,y) dydx
=p p + P
ts ag as
PrJFD} = PtdPag + Pad
where
1 (X-pt)2
f (x,y) = _ exp -
2lrtcsa i~ 2c2
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(y-Pa)2)
(6)
is the bivariate density function.
Since the thermocouple signal and the trip-
level setting are s-independent, the bivaria-
te normal density is partitioned into fX(x)
and fy (y), with
f(W.v) = f (xvf (v) (7)J- tY2 lI - 4 x C-I XY I
1 / (X-pt) 2
fx (x) = exp
\/ Z-T 2tC '
(8)
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1 (lY( a)2
f (y) = exp -_
cy V\/2fT 2 /2
Then eqn. (2) becomes,
GENERAL ANALYSIS
(9)
The reliability of the m-out-of-n:G system
is evaluated after considering the fail-safe
and fail-danger probabilities.
a) Fail.safe analy's
At least m subsystems (l-out-of-l)should
be in GS or FS (in total) in order to give a
fail-safe condition; then,
Pr{GS} = PtgP ag
PgPtg ag
- 00
- tg ag
21T
T
max
,[ fx (x)dx
-@0
x
fy (y)-dy
-@0
(T p3t) /cSi X=Zo*t+Pt
J e Z/2dz , f fy (y) dy
A1 z(
e Z2/2 -
0 -4%
A1
r 2
- -z /2dz
A2
J _u2/2
-00
- 00
n
ps(m; n) =
k=O
n-k
2o(k, j, n-k-j)
j=r
j>O
(16)
(17)
where
r = m - k
and
Ot+PtTha) /a
u2/2
e du
(18)
n!
k ! j l(n-k- j) !
(Pr {GSI)k.(PriFS}) .
(l-PrAGSI- PrjFSj) n-k-j
is the multinomial density.
(10)
b) Fail-danger analysis
At least n-m+1 subsystems should be in GD
or FD (in total); then the l.h.s (16) holds
with r=n-m-k+l.
tg ag /
z = (X_ft) /T
A1 (Tmax Ft)/t t
A2= ( z .'t_t_Pa) /Ta
(11)
c) Reliability
(12)
P (m; n) = 1 - P5 (m; n) - Pd (m; n)
(13)
OPTIMUM TRIP-LEVEL SETTING
Similarlyt eqn. (3) becomes,
A2
002
Pr{GDI = C ez/2dz( - f eu/2 du (15)
A1 - 00
In order to investigate the dependence of
reliability on the trip-level setting of the
TTA units a computer algorithm was developed.
The computer program (TRIP) accepts the fol-
lowing:
i ) m and n
ii ) qts , qtd
: system configuration
: thermocouple probabilities
: amplifier probabilities
: reactor temperature (limit)
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: ratio of standard deviations
vi) Option para-: it is either 1 or 2. Option
meter for 1 requests the trip-level
controlling setting and provides Ps(m;n),
lypis P (m;n) and P (M;n). Option
2, gives the optimum trip-
level setting which results
to the maximum P (m;n);
P (m;n) is also printed out.
Option 1 emplQys Simpson's rule to evaluate
the double integrals in (2)-(3) which are used
in (13)-(16). Option 2 involves in addition
the pattern search technique4 for obtaining
the optimum trip-level setting. Some specific
results are given below.
a) Example 1 : Let m=l, n=l, qts= 0.005,
qtd= 0.008, qas= 0.001, qad= 0.015, crt/ra= 1
Tmax= t+ 3at; option 1 with pa=t+ 3t gives
Ps(l;l) = 0.0309, Pd(1;1)= 0.0232 and P (l;l)=
0.9457; for the same example, if Pa= pt+ 6Ct'
Ps(ll)= 0.0148, Pd(1;1)= 0.0240 and P (ll)=
0.9610.
b) Example 2 : Consider a 2-out-of-3:G system
with thermocouple and amplifier probabilities
as in the previous example. Let Tmax=Ft+ 3Ct
and at/da= 1.5. Option 2 gives the optimum
trip-level setting equal to Vt+ 50t; the cor-
responding reliability is 0.9976 and the fail-
safe, fail-danger probabilities are 6.57x10 4
-4
and 17.12x10 respectively. If instead, a
2-out-of-4:G system is used, then Option 2
gives Pa= pt+ 6Ct and the maximum reliability
equal to 0.9986; the corresponding fail-safe
and fail-danger probabilities are 13.01x104
and 0.5x10 4 respectively.
CONCLUS IONS
The analysis reaveals that the reliabili-
ty of m-out-of-n:G systems can be maximized
by selecting appropriately the TTA units
trip level. The optimum setting depends on
the configuration of the system (m,n), fail-
safe and fail-danger probabilities and stati-
stical parameters of the thermocouple signals
and TTA trip-levels. By changing from one
system configuration to another, as for exa-
mple when additional redundancy is introduced,
a new optimum trip-level usually results.
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